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Summary. A maibcr of different schemes for
testing superconducting coils in a simulated tofcaiuk
environnent arc analyzeu for their merits relative to
a set of test criteria. Two of the r-mcepts art
examined in nore detail: the so-called cluster test
scheme, which employ:', tuo lari:e background field
coils, one on cither side of the test coil, and the
compact torus, a lev-aspect ratio toroidal array of
a snaJl nur.t.er of coils in which all of tho coils
ave essential!/ test coils. Simulation of the pulsed
fields of tho tokanak is discussed briefly.

Introduction

The Tokar.j!; Experimental Pouer Reactor planned
for the r.iiti-c-ightics retini res superconducting
toiroidal field coil? 6-10 meters in diareter which
can function reliably in an environnent which includes
simultaneously (1) iiii:h magnetic fields, (2) large
asynnetric racial ln.-iJi, (3) dynamic out-of-plane
loading. (•'.} pulsed transverse and tangential fields
ar.d (£.) horizontal coil axis, furthermore, the
toV.T-ujk geenctry places severe restrictions upon the
space avaiJ-it-li; for windings ana supporr structure.
To this date, supere3f;.iuctii:j cagrcets meeting these
requirement•• have nnt m-i-n built; such magnets, when
built, will represent a significant advance in the
state-of-t;;?-art in superconducting magnet technology'.
It is unlikely that an EPR, which will cost hundreds
of millions of dollars, will be built unless the
design of the toroidal field coils is tested before
construction begins on the device. The paper
describes the results of .in examination of a number
of different i;ethods of testing superconducting
toroidal coils in a simulated tokanak environment.
The discussion is lini ted mainly to the simulation
of magnetic fields and forces in the various test
schemes.

I. Size Considerations

A. fields. In any magnet system without ferro-
magnetic materials, the magnetic field intensity
vector at a point expressed in coordinates normali red
to some characteristic length I of the system can be
expressed in the form ÏÏ = uo I j ? where j is the
current density and P is a dimensionless vector
function which depends only on the relative winding
geometry (MKS units). If j varies, the expression
becoi.ies a summation over the regions containing the
different values of j. A familiar special case of
this rule is the function F(u,3) for rectangular
solenoids with constant, current density which is
used to calculate the central field. In this case,
the characteristic length is chosen to be the inner
radius of solenoid and « and 8 are the ratios of the
outer radili.-; and half-length, respectively, to the
inner radius.

The above expression tells us that in order to
maintain a given peak field and relative field dis-
tribution in a in-ignct system with constant relative
geometry as a characteristic lc-mjth of the system is
varied by some factor, -tlie current density must vary
as the inverse of the f.tctor. However, it is
proì).diH- that in the KPR tokann che coils will be

designed to be fully stabilized; for existing naçrii-t
designs with Nbli heat transfer considerations irposc
an upper limit on tiie current density on the order of
2JC0 A/cm- averaged over the Kinding cavity. It is
likely thaï space limitations will not permit a r.uch
smaller value (i.e., core than a factor of two) than
this even for the 6-10 meter toroidal field coils of
the EPP, if they are tc reach a peak design field of
8T. The situation for M^Sn coils with higher peak
fields (e.g., 11T) is even more restrictive; the
higher field require; more structure and more ar.pere-
turns; the only way to achieve then simultaneously in
a limited space is to increase the current density.
K can therefore be concluded that in order to reich
the EPR design field with a toroidal array of suisize
coils of EPR design, the windings must be relative 1.
thicker in radial extent. Similar considerations
apply in a subsize simulation test with fewer coils
than a full torus and are discussed in a later section.

B. Forces and Stresses. Exact calculation of the
stresses and strains in a cagnet system is a difficult
problem requiring finite element analysis, etc.
However, soae general scaling relations and uniting
cases can be obtained by simple calculations. Far
example, an upper liait to the hoop stress in a coil
is given by the product JTZ®3*, where r is the radius
of curvature of the conductor (assuming only in-plane
loads). Assuming a design stress of 100 MPa (15 ksi}
in a conductor, a current density of 2500 A/cia* and
a maximum field of ST, the maximum radius of an
unsupported turn is about half a meter. Ignoring
bending stresses, a coil with less than this radius
requires no support structure. In order to test the
EPR design, which includes significant support
structure for windings, a test coil Bust also require
a significant amount of structural reinforcement to
stay within EPR design stresses while under test.
Therefore, the test coil must have a radius above a
«eter, since the jrBmax formula overestimates t'-e
hoop stress by about a factor of two even for an
unsupported winding in a coil with radial depth small
compared to the radius.

C. Coil Test Objectives. It is apparent from the
previous discussion and fron other considerations not
discussed in this paper, that with fixed current
density exact simulation of the stresses in a subsize
test is impossible, and that the test coils should be
as large as possible, preferably as large as EPR coils
themselves. However, budget and time constraints
probably will make it necessary t 0 t c s t coils scalier
in size than the EPR coils. Kith this constraint, we
suggest that a subside test should meet the following
criteria: (1) the EPR naxinun design field is
produced in the test coil; (2) the coil is designed
to operate to the same or greater peak stresses than
the EPR coil; (.») the test coil is subjected to
pulsed transverse and tangential fields of as great
an intensity and rise time as in the EPR design. For
the remainder of this paper, we have chosen for the
sake of definitcness in calculations a bore diar-.eter
of three meters for the test coil (which is profvihly
the minimum size for a meaningful suhsize test of the
EPR coil design), an EPR maximum design field of 7.5T,
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an EPR coil aspect ratio of 2 (JefineJ as the ratio
of the major radius to the average of tin* inner
winding radii at 0" and ISO*), and a current density
of 2500 A/cm- in the test coil. The nugnetic field
calculations are performed by numerical integration
in radial depth of the elliptic integral expressions
for thin solenoids in the case of circular coils1 and
by a single numerical angular integration of an exact
analytical expression in the case of non-circuiar
coils.2

I1. Test Configurations
File and co-Korke is at Princeton have described a

proposed superconducting toroidal simulation test
facility for one meter i>-shaped 10T Xb-Sn test coils.
The test coil for this facility is not' cryostable^and
has an overall current density of about 5000 A/cm".
File and co-workers have also designed a toroidal
simulation test facility for the conventional PLT
coils. The facility is presently under construction.
The superconducting test stand is a hybrid of two
test configurations which we describe in the next
section, the so-called split eccentric coil and the
cluster schectes; the PLT coil test is essentially a
version of the sector test, also in the next section.

A. Overview of Various Toroidal Test Schemes. The
objective of the magnetic design in a toroidal
simulation is to duplicate to some degree of accuracy
in the windings of the test coil the field distri-
bution which appears in the coil when it is a part
of a full torus. Two criteria we have chosen to
judge the accuracy of simulations are (1) the maximum
field is the same in the simulation and in the full
torus, and (2) the radial load distribution is nearly
the same in the simulation and in the full torus. In
this discussion we Unit ourselves to test coils which
produce about as much self-field as coils from a fall
torus with the EPR maximum design field, which places
a lower limit on their size and mass; this philosophy
is different from that applied in the ECT facility
described elsewhere in these proceedings, which
involves smaller test coils which by themselves
produce only a small fraction (about 10%) of their
r.aximum test field

A number of possible test schemes are shown
schematically in Fig. I; hybrids between two or muri-
of the schemes are possible but are not shown in !..:.
1. The first configuration shown in Figure 1 is the
single coil test (A). The test of a single coil from
a torus in its self-field may be a useful test of
some design parameters but with a fixed current
density the maximum field is considerably lower than
for the same coil in a full torus. Furthermore, the
loads arc symmetrical for circular coils and result
in reverse bending noments for non-circular cuils.
The second test configuration (ii), the sector of coils
identical to the test coil, nay be appropriate as a
preliminary test of the'eoils of .. partially completed
teru«!, but for a current density fixed at the full
torus design value, which is approximately the case
for cryostabilizcd coils, the test requires about half
of the full torus coils to reach full torus field and
forces. Full field and forces in the PLT coil test
referred to previously, which is essentially a
three-coil sector, are achieved by increasing the
current density in the background coils by about 50".
This is possible with conventional coils.

In the third configuration shown, the eccentric
coil test with the test coil inside, an asymétrie
background field is produced by placing the test coil
with axis parallel to but offset from the axis of the
background coil. However, our calculations have
shown that in order to produce the full torus design
field simultaneously with the full torus radial load
asymmetry with cryostable coils in the 3-5 meter
range the background coil has about twice the diameter
of the test coil and contains more than ten times as
many ampere-meters of conductor. Consequently, the
concept is not competitive with other concepts such as
the cluster test. Furthermore, the eccentric coil
configuration with the background coil on the inside
with reversed current cannot even produce the design
peak field, let alone the desired load asymnetry, with
test coils in the 3-5 meter range^and a background
coil current density of 3000 A/cm- or less.

The next test concept shown in Figure 1 is the
split eccentric coil configuration. The facility,
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Figure 1. - Toroidal Sinulation Test Concepts.
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although it produces the maiiciun design field in the
lest coil, does nut sirmil.itr Hit* raJi.il load distri-
bution will, (sfo lii-iiiv 2). Tin' rrminim; two
concepts, which wi- call the cluster -in«! comii:ict torus
arrangements, produce the r.;ixi:iun design fit-Id and
simulate the radial load distribution hell; the choice
between these tuo concepts BUSI be based on other
considerations discussed in a later section. (The
cluster differs from the sector in that the background
coils contain nore ampere turns than the full torus
coils), he hai'e not considered hybrids between the
above schemes since their greater mechanical complex-
ity is lil.ely to n.ike then luice.-.petitive. However,
a definite conclusion for a particular case cannot
be drawn without a detailed design evaluation, and
it may turn out that some type of hybrid is the
optimal scheme, especially for the higher field
Nb^Sn coils which we do not consider here.

93 1SJ 270 360
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Figure 2 Comparison of Radial Load
Distributions ; A: Cluster; B: Full
Torus; C: Split Eccentric

B. Clu.-tor Test. Ke have examined cluster tests with
two background coils and with four background coils,
he find that the four backgro-jnd coil cluster test
requires substantially more ar.pere-meters of conductor
and results in excessively high fields in the back-
ground coils (for sorae configurations, higher than in
the test coil). For this readon, we shall further
consider otiiy two-background coil clusters. From
Figure 2 it can be- seen that the two coil cluster can
be adjusted to produce an excellent simulation of the
radial load distribution. The reference torus load
dis tributLcn shown for comparison is for an 18-coil
torus of circular coils with an aspect ratio of two.

Sensitivity of the radial force distribution in a
three-meter cluster arrangement to changes tn test
coil radius is presented in Figure 3. Three circular
test coils are considered of varying radii. The 1.5
meter case is the reference ca&c utilizing background
coil? of the sane bore si;e, located so as to model
the full lonis force distribution and peak field. The
test coil radius was then varied, fixing the location
of the inner edge of the test coil nearest the torus
axis and holding all other coil and cluster parameters
unchanged. Peak forces per unit length are similar
in magnitudo and would converge if adjustments are
made to equate peal, fields for all cases. A decrease
in backgrm.-.'id coil raJius relativo to the test coil
would increase the peak field while reducing background
winding requirements, and enhance the load asymmetry.
Reduced forces at ,'oints farthest from the torus axis
(zero angular position] reflect the decreasing field
effect of the background coils. Adjustment of the
cluster arrangement, in particular the angle which
background coils make with the test coil, would vary
the force gradient to obtain a better match with the
reference o.i:.e. Location of the test coil in the

cluster as described allows test coil deviation at
points farthest from the torus axis where hackt-.roumi
fields arc v-ai.ee. This tends to ninioize the i-fleet
of change in size, especially in the case of test
coils larger tli.in background coils. Location of the
test coil in the larger fringe fields near the torus
center can cause extreme variation in the force
distribution. The cluster arrangement is capable of
testing a range of coils, radially larger and smaller
than the background coils.
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Figure 3 Effect of Test Coil Radius
Variation on Radial Load I'istribution;
A: 1.1m Inner Radius; B: 1.5a Radius;
C: 1.9n Radius

Since a great deal of consideration is being given
to non-circular coil profiles, the test arrangenent
should be capable of simulating the force distribution
for these shapes. Of particular interest is the
minimum bending oval coil shape. Using circular
background coils in the test set-up is advantageous
due to relative ease of fabrication. A comparison
between radial force distributions per unit length for
an oval test coil located in a cluster arrangenent of
circular background coils and a full torus of oval

" coils is presented in Figure 4. Two cases were
considered in which the cluster arrangenent consisted
of background coils having inner radii equal to the
raajor and minor inner radius of the oval test coil.
The test and background coil centers are located at the
same distance from the torus axis. The choice of
background coil bore equal to the major test coil
radius produces a conservative force distribution in
the test coil, which is not true if the minor radius
is used. The force distribution is sensitive to any
portion of the test coil profile exceeding the
corresponding background coil radius due to fringe
fields encountered, which arc substantial in the
cluster arrangement. Neither cluster case of circular
background coils matches the full torus distribution
as closely as background coils possessing the same
profile as the test coil. The oval coil shape used
was scaled from a larger, minimum bending, EPR coil.
The scaled down coil is not necessarily presented as
a lainimum bending coil itself, but instead, a good
approximation of a typical oval shape for comparative
purposes. Rather than testing the actual coil sh.ipe
required fur the full torus a minitrui» bend ins; profile
would be generateli to match a particular test stand.
This represents the philosophy of testing a design
concept as opposed to a particular coil.

C. Compact Torus. The compact torus is a low aspect-
ratio toroidal array of a smali number of coils
(e.g., six)of same size, shape, and number of ampere -
turns, although Shey »ay be of a different design.
The facility produce- the same peak field and loajs
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Figure 4 Radial Loads On Oval Coil In
Cluster; A: Cluster-Background Coil
Radius Equal Oval Major Radius; B: Full
Torus; C: Cluster-Background Coil Radius
Equal Oval Minor Radius

in each coil, so in contrast to the other configur-
ations discussed, all of the coils are "test coils."
The test coils are also united to a particular shape
if they are designed to a minimum cenJing criterion.
The facility has the advantage over the other
configurations considered that under normal operating
conditions (all coils energized equally), the fringe
field surrounding the device is considerably lower.
Another advantage of the facility is that the structure
is likely to be "-ore similar to that of an F.fR machine
and would provide design, fabricating and operating
experience relevant to the EFR structure.

D. Comparison of Cluster and Compact Torus. In
making a comparison of various test schemes, it is
important to compare configurations with the sare
test coil. The compact torus coil has more anpere-
turns and a larger cross-sectional area than a coil
from the 18 coil reference torus. If we design a
cluster test facility to produce 7.5T in a test coil
with compact torus dimensions and current density,
the total ampere-meters in the test are fewer, as
can be seen from the table. This is a result of the
fact that the corpact torus coil has a larger self-
field (5.OT vs. 3.7T) than the coil from the reference
torus and consequently requires less background field
across the test coil module. For this reason we have
allowed at .'--ast 12 cm. clearance between the winding
cavities of the background coils and the test toil;

by contrast, in the compact torus, in which then' in-
no net axial lo.uls when the coils .ire opor.it im; .it
the same current density, the separation between
winding cavities is minimal, .iluuit 3 cm. With tin'
smaller separation between the windings in the cluster
test, the requisite arapere-mcters for the test would
be somewhat reduced. The results of the comparison
are summarized in the table below.

In all of the two-coil cluster arrangements
examined, the total .impore-meters of conductor is less
than for the compact torus; when the same test coil
is compared, the conductor requircraent for the cluter
is about one-half of the requirement for the compact
torus. A further ailv.-inrage of the cluster is that the
peak field in the background coils is lower by O.S
to IT.

E. Pulsed Field Similition. Space limitations do not
permit us to discuss pulsed field simulation in al-
lietai 1. However, we not«1 briefly that the pulsed
tangential fields of a tokamak can be simulated by use*
of toroidal winding over part or all of the test coil.
For a current density of 4000 A/cn-, about 2 cm. thicr.-
ness is required to produce a IT field. The iiuluctaiscc
of such windings is on the order of a tenth of a hciijy
for the 3-metcr test coils considered. The tr.msver.e
pulsed fields can be simulated by use of small
solenoids or racetrack coils located n̂ the coil fai e
with axes parallel to the coil axis and bore diaiact .-r
about equal to the radial depth of the coil.

Conclusions

Of the toroidal sirulation configurations dis-
cusseJ, two, the cluster and compact torus can meet
the criteria of peak field and radial load distriii;
tion. The cluster test has the advantages of low.-r
conductor requirements, loner field in the background
coils, and the ability to accomodate a ranje of test
coil sizes and shapes. The compact Jorus has the
advantage of providing design, fabrication, and
operating experience for a toroidal geometry, and has
lower fringe fields.
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COMPARISON' OF TEST SCMI'-IKS

Configuration

Split Eccentric Coils
Compact Torus2

4-Background Coil Cluster1

2-Background Coil Cluster

CD1
(2)»
(3)
(4)5

(SI*

j of background
Coils (A/cm2)

2000
2500
2000

2000
1800
2000
2000
2S00

A-M in
Test Coil
(Millions)

31
58
31

31
31
58
52
52

A-M in Back-
ground Cot Is
(Millions)

140
262
223

169
170
96
110
107

Total A-M
Test
(Millions)

171
314
251

200
201
ir.4
162
159

Peak Field in
Background Coils

(Ti
7.3
7.5
7.6

7.2
6.9
6.2
6.4
6.9

1. Test coil is from 18 coil reference tonis (peak self-field = 3.7T)
2. Although the coils are identical, one is considered a test coil for comparison
3. Test coil is the sane as the compact torus coils (peak self-field = S.(lT)


